
 

 

TelexMessenger – 

Ease of Type B Messaging with Microsoft Exchange 
 

Type B messaging is a proprietary communication 

standard defined by IATA and used in the air transport 

industry. Type B messages are recognised as very relia-

ble and highly performing and therefore deployed for 

mission-critical applications like booking seats, tracking 

cargo, issuing flight plans or providing aerospace parts. 

Type B messages have a very strict pattern, a maximum 

length and only accept a limited set of characters. Be-

sides, they are transmitted in a global private network 

provided by companies like SITA or ARINC. As a conse-

quence, participants of the Type B world need access to 

these private networks via dedicated nodes and require 

an internal infrastructure compatible with this proprie-

tary communication standard. In most cases companies 

additionally deploy a standard e-Mail messaging envi-

ronment to communicate via the Internet, often based 

on a Microsoft® Exchange Server 
1
 infrastructure. 

 

TelexMessenger 

TelexMessenger combines the ad-

vantages of Type B with the advantages 

of Microsoft® Exchange Server. It 

makes the Type B world easily accessi-

ble via the standard Exchange Server 

infrastructure and circumvents the need 

to replace already existing or to imple-

ment new and dedicated hardware. It is 

the cheapest entry into the Type B do-

main and additionally streamlines the 

support and operation services and 

costs. 

TelexMessenger avoids errors and therefore improves 

the productivity. Its easy-to-handle user interface com-

pensates almost all possible mistakes with automated 

character replacement, message-length check and au-

tomated supplement of the Type B address with the 

SMTP-to-Type B gateway address. It is a very simple 

way to communicate with the Type B domain while still 

experiencing a Microsoft® Outlook look and feel. 

 

Benefits 

 Excellent cost saving potential by routing all Type B 

traffic over a standard Exchange Server infrastructure  

 Optimised support, maintenance and education costs 

by unified infrastructure for Type B and e-Mails  

 Easy usage because of familiar user interface  

 Simple adaptation to current business processes 
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QBITS AG enables electronic communication between enterprises. Our customers improve their relations lastingly, reduce costs and increase their business 

efficiency. Our interdisciplinary competence within Network Infrastructure, Partner Interaction and Process Integration and a comprehensive solution port-

folio using our own products and services as well as utilising best possible components from leading manufacturers support customers’ business require-

ments. 

 

User Interface 

Since TelexMessenger 

uses the existing Mi-

crosoft® Exchange 

Server infrastructure, 

the user is very familiar 

with its graphical inter-

face. It is composed of 

well-known elements 

from the Microsoft® 

Outlook user interface. 

 

Ease of use  

This means, that the 

user employs only one 

familiar messaging in-

frastructure for both, sending and receiving Type 

B messages as well as e-Mails. TelexMessenger 

prevents the user from typing inappropriate 

characters or not adding the gateway address. In 

the past unreadable or undeliverable messages 

with the corresponding extra work for the sender 

as well as for the recipient of a message was the 

consequences. 

Like an invisible spell checker operating in the 

background, the TelexMessenger corrects almost 

all possible errors. 

Standard Type B messages have a maximum 

length of 60 lines of 63 characters each, i.e. 3780 

bytes per message. Only capital characters A to 

Z, the numbers 0 to 9 and the signs “/”, “-“, “ * ” 

and “.” are allowed. 

TelexMessenger converts already existing e-

Mails or plain text according to these rules. For 

new messages, which are directly written via an 

editor, only these characters are active. The 

number of characters and lines already used are 

indicated as well as the end of a message after 

3’780 signs. 

Any non accepted character, e.g. ä, ö, ü, @, &, ?, 

etc. will be ignored (indication with an acoustic 

signal) or automatically replaced according to 

user-defined abbreviations, e.g. “AE” for “ä” or 

“QMK” for “?”. 

Added functionality is given through templates 

with space holders which can be navigated by 

tabulator, enabling a fast operation without the 

need for big cursor use. These templates are ed-

itable to your specific needs. 

 

Ease of operation 

Backup and message archiving routines are al-

ready implemented with the Microsoft ® Ex-

change Server environment and do not have to 

be configured once more. Not only this, in gen-

eral the system administrator maintains only one 

system for two messaging formats instead of 

one system for each way of communication. 

Another benefit of using an SMTP-to-Type B 

gateway is that new messages are automatically 

sent to the Exchange server. Thus, no storage 

expenses accrue for messages, which the user 

did not download from his/her provider’s post 

office. And no additional expenses accrue due to 

the usage of TCP/IP instead of X.25 or other 

transport mechanisms. 

 

 

1
 Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other coun-

tries. 
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